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PRESS RELEASE 

SOLO EXHIBITION SHILPA GUPTA AT KIOSK

Indian artist Shilpa Gupta presents the solo exhibition Drawing in the Dark. The title refers 
to the clandestine movements and practices in borderlands, and to the metaphor of the line 
or threshold that links several of the works on display here. The show is part of Gupta’s 
ongoing investigation into interrelations between structures, specifically those of the 
state and the individual, and their rescaling as encountered at, what is both frontier and 
periphery. Continuing her six years of ongoing research  – specifically in the borderlands 
of India and Bangladesh – this new series of works is an extension of the My East is Your 
West project she developed for the 2015 Venice Biennale. In late 2016 Gupta returned to 
parts around the border fence that India is building, encircling its neighbor Bangladesh, 
and that is notorious for being the world’s longest separation barrier under construction 
between two nation states. However, says the artist, “daily life in the borderland belies state 
intentions and the flows of people and goods continue, prompted by historical and social 
affinities, geographical continuity and economic imperative.”

Accompanying the central sculpture 24:00:01 (motion flapboard, 2010-2012) is a series of 
new pieces that can be seen as a collection of clandestine stories. The drawings, photos 
and sculptures draw a picture of the subversive, illegal and informal stream of goods, 
people and desires. For example, an object wound with a shredded Dhakai Jamdani saree 
(traditional clothing), drawings made with marijuana and photo collages with spare motor 
parts all carry narratives of unlisted journeys over a meandering map line.

What Gupta’s work aims to provoke in the visitor, rather than a passive aesthetic 
experience, are questions. She initiates a dialogue on the perception and construction of 
identity, and on those notions that exercise an influence over these processes: nationality, 
technology, religion, borders, conflicts, control or censorship: “I am interested in perception 
and therefore, with how definitions get stretched or trespassed, be it by gender, beliefs, 
or the notion of a nation. There exists a chasm between the larger construct which seeks 
singularity, and its own fragment which may not. Markings and measuring, seemingly 
logical acts, may not necessarily provide solutions” (Shilpa Gupta in Indian Express, 2016).

In the borderlands Gupta evokes with Drawing in the Dark, our apparently rigorous laws 
reveal themselves as in constant motion and subject to debate. The fringe area is shown 
as a stretch of no man’s land where practices and narratives develop ‘in the dark’, or as 
a parallel circuit of goods that operates ‘invisibly’ before the authorities’ eyes. The ‘law’ 
of each identity is replaced here by a set of conditional rules, freeing up mental and 
experimental space in which to question ourselves.

The exhibition is a joint production by KIOSK, Bielefelder Kunstverein and Le centre d’art 
contemporain – la synagogue de Delme.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Exhibition

11.02.2017 – 16.04.2017

SHILPA GUPTA

Drawing in the Dark

Monday – Friday: 2pm – 6pm 
Saturday – Sunday: 11am – 6pm 

Opening

Friday, 10 February 2017

Press and professional preview (by appointment): 2pm – 8pm 
Public opening: 8pm 
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